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ON THE THEORY OF NORMAL EXPANSIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL 
OPERATORS OF THE FIRST ORDER. 

Abstract 

The connection between property of formal normality of minimal operator 
generated by differential expression of the first order in Hilbert space of vector-junctions 
on the finite interval, and variable operator itself, are investigated. And also all normal 
expressions of minimal operator in terms of boundary conditions for admissible 
coefficients describe. 

The abstract theory of normal expansions of given non-bounded formally normal 
operator in Hilbert space was investigated and developed in papers of Coddington E.A. 
(more detailed- in paper [1]). However, this theory was not applied for the theory of 
differential operators in Hilbert space of functions (see [2]). 

We can remind, that linear close dense definite operator T in Hilbert space Я is 
called formally normal, if £>(У)с: D(T*) and \\Tx\\H = |г*д|^ for any *e D(T). Formally 
normal operators is called maximal, if it doesn't contains formally normal expansions. 
Formally normal operator, which satisfies condition D$) = D\f) (see [1]), is called 
normal operator T , 

Further, by H we denote separable Hilbert space and 1^(1^,(0,1) is Hilbert space 
of vector-functions (H -valued) on finite interval. Note that all we have met integrals we 
understand in Lebesgue sense. 

Now consider differential-operator expression of the first order of the form 

where A(t) are linear close operators in H for each / e [o,l], for which: 
1) D(A{t))f\D(A*{t))=D doesn't depend on re[o,l] and is dense in И ; 

2) for some real number a it is clear, that AR(t)>aE, where Лг(0 = ~И(/)+Л*(г)]5 Е 

is identical operator in H ; 
3) vector-functions A{t)f and A'{t)f for any feD are strongly continuous on [o,l] in 

t f ;  
4) vector-function AR(t)f for any /e£> is strongly continuously differentiable in H on 

Formally adjoint dif&rentiable expression /(■) in space Z,2(#,(0,l)) have the 
form: 

Denote by 1^Щ) minimal and by up) maximal operators, generated by 
expression /(•) (i.e. by adjoint expression /+(-)) in /^(Я^ОД)) (see [3]). As a result the 
following conclusions are valid 


